Eliminates arm twisting:

Since the keyboard and mouse have a certain height, the wrist have to distort to be an angle, then the wrist will keep the tension for a long time which will compress the nerves blood vessels in Carpal tunnel, so that nerve conduction is blocked at the same time blocked the blood supply, resulting in the barrier between your palm feeling with movement. Mainly for the gradual emergence of hand numbness, burning, night intensified the pain, often woke up in dream.

The Ergonomic designed mouse supports your hand in a fully upright handshake position that eliminates forearm twisting. Many users, including medical doctors, ergonomists and physical therapists, said the eloquent Vertical Mouse provides superior comfort and even relieved their wrist pain.

An ordinary horizontal mouse requires your forearm to twist away from its natural position. The vertical shape is thoughtfully sculpted for uncompromised comfort and easy-to-reach programmable buttons. No finger contortions are needed to operate the buttons.

Familiar grip:

The grip is the same as on an ordinary mouse, just turned sideways into a handshake position. Many users said they got used to it very quickly.

The Vertical Mouse does not move sideways when clicking with normal force because the thumb naturally opposes the fingers. Pointer control is as accurate as any other good mouse when the pointer speed settings are properly adjusted.

2.4 GHz Wireless -- Resistant to interference, up to 30 foot range

Ultra slim receiver -- The compact USB receiver is slim enough to avoid blocking adjacent ports.

Long battery life -- 12 month estimate battery life under typical use with rechargeable AAA batteries. The sensor never sleeps so pointer response is always instantaneous.

Prevents desk rubbing -- A small lip on the bottom edge prevents the little finger from rubbing the desk.

Precision tracking -- A high quality optical sensor tracks better than many wireless laser mouse so you don't waste time chasing the pointer. The 1000 dpi true hardware resolution moves the pointer more quickly to reduce hand movements.

Description:

- 2.4GHz wireless 10M distance, Nano USB receiver
- Prevention of mouse hand
• Ergonomically designed to reduce strain
• Three button, full function mouse
• Support windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Specification:

• Resolution: 1000dpi
• Button: 3 buttons in default + 1 scroll wheel (middle button)
• Operation System required: XP/Vista/Win 7 & Win 8
• Dimension: (W) 114X (D) 70X 70mm(H)
• Weight: 185g

Package content:

• 1 x Vertical Mouse
• 1 x USB Cable
• 1 x Nano USB Receiver
• 2*AAA rechargeable battery